
Ist Semester M.Tech Microwave & TV

Engineering And Signal Processing

Tutorial 1: Random Process And Application

1. On the real line R points a and b are selected at random such that −2≤b≤0 and 0≤a≤3. Find
the probability p that distance d between a and b is greater than 3 ?

Solution:

We need to find the probability that x-y>3
This is equivalent to

=Number of favourable outcomes
Total number of outcomes

= Area of ABC
Area of ODBC

=
1
2
×2×2
2×3

=1
3

2. In Orange Country, 51% of the adults are males. One adult is randomly selected for a survey
involving credit card usage. It is later learned that the selected survey subject was smoking
a cigar. Also 9.5% of males smoke cigars whereas 1.7% of females smoke cigars. Use this
information to find the probability that the selected subject is a male.
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Solution:

Prob( A person selected at random is a male) =0.51 =P(M)

Prob( A person selected at random is a female)=1− 0.51=0.49=P(F)

Prob( A person selected is a smoker if he is a male)=0.095=P(Smoker|Male)

Prob( A person selected is a smoker if he is a female)=0.071=P(Smoker|Female)

Prob( A Smoker selected is a male)=P(Male|Smoker)

= P (Smoker|Male)×(P (M))
P (Smoker|Male)×(P (M))+P (Smoker|Female)×(P (F ))

= 0.095×0.51
(0.095×0.51)+(0.071×0.49)

=0.853

3. A group of three people is selected at random.

(a) What is the probability that all three people have different birthdays?

(b) What is the probability that at least two of them have the same birth-day?

Solution:
a) Prob(3 people have different birthdays)

=366
366 ×

365
366 ×

364
366

=0.99

b) Prob(Atleast two have same birthday)
=1- Prob(3 people have different birthdays)
=1-0.99
=0.008

Prob(Atleast two have same birthday)
=Prob(two people have same birthday)+Prob(All have same birthday)

=366
366 ×

1
366 ×

365
366 × 3C1+

366
366 ×

1
366 ×

1
366

=0.00817+0.0000074
=0.0081774

4. The following problem was given to 60 students and doctors at the famous Hevardi Medical
School.Assume there exists a test to detect a disease,say D,whose prevalence is .001,that is
the probability P[D],that a person picked at random is suffering from D is .001.The test has a
false positive rate of .005 and a correct detection rate of one.The correct detection rate is the
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probability that if you have D,the test will say that you have D.Given that you test positive
for D,what is the probability that you actually have it?.

Solution:

P(D)=0.001
P(ND)=1-P(D)

=1-0.001=0.999
Prob(test result is positive|the person is suffering from D)

=P(Positive|D)=1

Prob(test result is positive|the person is not suffering from D)
=P(Positive|ND)=0.005

Prob(A person has D|he is tested Positive)
=P(D|Positive)

= P (Positive|D)×P (D)
P (Positive|D)×P (D)+P (Positive|ND)×P (ND)

= 1×0.001
1×0.001+0.005×0.999

=0.1668

5. A and B are 2 players rolling the same dice on the condition that one who gets 2 first wins
the game.If A starts the game, what are the winning chances of player A and player B?

Solution:

A wins if any of the sequence, A,ABA,ABABA,....yields (f2)

Prob(A wins)=[16 + 5
6 ×

5
6 ×

1
6 + 5

6 ×
5
6 ×

5
6 ×

5
6 ×

1
6 + ...........]

=(16)× [1 + (56)2 + (56)4 + ...........]

=(16)× 1

1− 5
6

2 = 6
11

Prob(B wins)=1- 6
11= 5

11

6. An urn contains three balls numbered 1,2,3.The experiment consists of draw- ing a ball at
random,recording the number,and replacing the ball before the next ball is drawn.this is called
sampling with replacement.What is the prob- ability of drawing the same ball twice in two
tries?
Solution:

Prob( Drawing a same ball twice in 2 tries)
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=(33)× (13)=(13)

7. There are 3 coins,of these 2 are unbiased and 1 is biased coin with 2 heads.A coin is drawn at
random and tossed 2 times, it appears head on both the times and the probability that the
selected coin is a biased coin?

Solution:

Prob(Coin drawn at random is biased)=P(B)=1
3

P(B’)=Prob(Coin drawn at random is unbiased)

=1-13=2
3

Prob(Getting two heads in two tosses|Coin is unbiased)
=Prob(2H|B’)=

1
4

Prob(Getting two heads in two tosses|Coin is biased)
=Prob(2H|B)=1

Prob(Selected coin is biased|2 tosses gave 2 heads)
=Prob(B|2H)

= P (2H|B)×P (B)
P (2H|B)×P (B)+P (H|B′ )×P (B′)

= 1×0.333
1×0.333+0.25×0.667

=0.67

8. In answering a question on a multiple choice test, a student either knows the answer or guess
the answer,Let P be the probability that student knowing the answer to a question and 1-P
the probability that student guessing the answer to a question Assume that if the student
guess the answer to a ques- tion will be correct with probability 1

5 .What is the conditional
probability that if student know the answer to a question given that answered correctly?

Solution:

Prob(Student knows the answer)=P(K)=p

Prob(Student guesses the answer)=P(G)=1-p
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Prob(Answer is correct|Student guessed it)
=Prob(C|G)=1

5

Prob(Answer is correct|Student knew it)
=Prob(C|K)=1

Prob(Student knew it|Answer is correct)
=Prob(K|C)

= P (C|K)×P (K)
P (C|K)×P (K)+P (C|G)×P (G)

= 5×p
1+4×p

9. There are 6 incoming ballistic missiles(BM’s) against which are fired 12 an- timissile mis-
siles(AMM’s).The AMM’s are fired so that 2 AMM’s are directed against each BM.The single
shot kill probability(SSKP) of an AMM can at- most,destroy only the BM against which it is
fired.Compute the probability that
(a) All BM’s are destroyed?
(b) At least one BM gets through to destroy the target?
(c) Exactly one BM gets through?

Solution:
Prob(1 BM is destroyed)=0.8× 0.8 + 0.8× 0.2 + 0.2× 0.8

=0.96

a)Prob(All BM is destroyed)=6C6 × (0.96)6 × (0.04)0

=0.782

b)Prob(Atleast 1 BM is not destroyed)=1-Prob(All BM is destroyed)
=1-0.782=0.217

c)Prob(Exactly 1 BM is not destroyed)=6C5 × (0.96)5 × (0.04)1

=0.196

10. A computer chip manufacturer find that historically for every 100 chip pro- duced 85 meet
specification 10 needs reworking and 5 needs to be discarded. Ten chips are chosen for inspec-
tion.
(a) What is the probability that all 10 meet specs?
(b) What is the probability that two or more need to be discarded?
(c) What is the probability that 8 meet spec, 1 needs reworking and 1 will be discarded?
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Solution:
Prob(Chip meets specification)=p1=0.85
Prob(Chip needs reworking)=p2=0.1
Prob(Chip needs to be discarded)=p3=0.05

a)Prob(All 10 meet specification)=10C10 × (0.85)10

=0.1969

b)Prob(2 or more need to be discarded)=1-[Prob(0 discarded) +Prob(1 discarded)]
=1-[10C0 × (0.05)0 × (0.95)10+10C1 × (0.05)1 × (0.95)9]
=0.086

c)Prob(8 meet spec, 1 needs reworking,1 discarded)= n!
n1!×n2!×n3!

× p1
n1 × p2

n2 × p3
n3

= 10!
8!×1!×1! × 0.858 × 0.11 × 0.051

=0.123

11. An automatic breathing apparatus( B) used in anesthesia fails with proba- bility P.A failure
means death to the patient unless a monitor system (M) detects the failure and alerts the
physician.The monitor system fails with probability Q.the failure of the systems are indepen-
dent events.Professor X,an M.D at Hevardi Medical School, argues that if P > Q installation
of M is useless.Show that Prof. X argument is wrong?.P = .1 = 2Q

Solution:

Prob(Patient dies)=Prob(B Failed and M Failed)
=P (B) ∩ P (M)=P ×Q (Since these are independant events)

In the absence of monitoring system,
Prob(Patient dies)=P(B)=P
Since Q is a probability,0≤Q≤1
If P>Q, PQ=0.005,which is less than P=0.1

12. While watching a game of Champions League football in a cafe, you observe someone who is
clearly supporting Manchester United in the game. What is the probability that they were
actually born within 25 miles of Manchester? The probability that a randomly selected per-
son in a typical local bar en- vironment is born within 25 miles of Manchester is 0.05, the
chance that a person born within 25 miles of Manchester actually supports United is 0.7 and
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the probability that a person not born within 25 miles of Manchester supports United with
probability is 0.1.

Solution:

Prob(Person is born within 25 miles of Manchester) = P (M) = 0.05

Prob(Person is not born within 25 miles of Manchester) = P (NM) = 0.95

Prob(Person supports united |he is born within 25 miles of Manchester) = P (S|M) = 0.7

Prob(Person supports united |he is not born within 25 miles of Manchester) = P (S|NM) = 0.1

Prob(Person is born within 25 miles of Manchester|he support united) = P (M|S)

= P (S|M )×P (M)
P (S|M )×P (M)+P (S|NM )×P (NM)

= 0.7×0.05
(0.7×0.005)+(0.1×0.95)

=0.269

13. Some digital communication networks used packet switching to create vir- tual circuits be-
tween two users, even though the users are sharing the same physical channel with others.
In packet switching, the data stream is bro- ken up into packets that travels different path
and are assembled in proper chronological order at the correct address. Suppose the order
information is missing. Compute the probability that a data stream broken up into N packets
will reassemble itself correctly, even without order information

Solution:

Total number of outcomes =No. of possile orderings
=N!

Prob(data stream assembled correctly)= 1
(N!)

End
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